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Chapterr 1 

Statisticall  Process Control 

1.11 Introductio n 

Nowadayss it is well established that quality of a product, process or 
servicee plays a key role in industry. A commonly used definition of 
qualityy is: Quality is the degree to which the totality of characteristics 
off  a product, process or service satisfies stated needs arising from the 
intendedd usage (cf. Does, Roes and Trip (1999)). Since this concept 
iss relative, it has to be translated into measurable quantities. Qual-
ityy varies for products and processes as well as for services. This im-
mediatelyy gives rise to the concept of variation. Montgomery (1997) 
summarizedd the relation between "quality" and "variation" as follows: 
"Qualityy is inverse proportional to variability". Quality management 
playss an important role in production processes, and it involves iden-
tifying,, characterizing, quantifying, controlling and reducing variation. 
Hence,, variation forms the actual link between statistics and quality 
management.. Management of variation requires more than the applica-
tionn of statistical methods and techniques, it requires the understand-
ingg of statistical thinking. According to Snee (1990) statistical thinking 
formss the basis of the quality improvement, which is a fundamental 
elementt of Total Quality Management (TQM). In practice this means 
thatt statistical thinking (Hare, Hoerl, Hromi and Snee, 1995): 

 Puts strong emphasis on the processes instead of on the resulting 
productss or services; 
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 Pays a lot of attention to the definition, control and reduction of 
variation; ; 

 Deals with problems on the basis of data. 

Statisticall  Process Control (SPC) is an important application of 
statisticall  thinking in companies. It is very important to understand 
thatt SPC is much more than the application of statistical methods 
andd techniques. It is a philosophy based on statistical thinking which 
drasticallyy influences operations management (cf. Does, Roes and Trip 
(1999)).. The core point of SPC is that it is process-oriented instead of 
product-oriented.. In a production process controlled with SPC every 
stagee of this production process is evaluated continuously, and in this 
wayy there is no need for final inspection. A major objective of SPC is to 
detectt if a process step does not function normally, and to quickly take 
actionn to bring back the process in control. In some sectors of industry, 
productionn of items would be impossible without SPC. It is hard to 
imaginee that integrated circuits (ICs) could be mass produced without 
ann operations management based on SPC. Up to date books on Statis-
ticall  Process Control incorporating more advanced methods based on 
practicee are Ryan (1989), Wheeler (1995), Montgomery (1997), Que-
senberryy (1997), and Does, Roes and Trip (1999). 

Inn 1924 Walter A. Shewhart developed the most important statis-
ticall  tool in SPC: the control chart. Some years later he published 
thee first classical book on SPC, entitled "Economic control of quality 
off  manufactured product" (Shewhart, 1931). This book can be consid-
eredd to be the beginning of industrial statistics. Shewhart worked for 18 
monthss at Western Electric, the manufacturing division of Bell Labora-
tories,, in Chicago. Western Electric was a company which had become 
specializedd in the telephone market. Their slogan was "as alike as two 
telephones".. However, they observed that two telephones alike were 
difficultt to obtain, and the harder they tried to realize this goal, the 
worsee the results were. Shewhart was delegated to find a form "which 
mightt be modified from time to time, in order to give at a glance the 
greatestt amount of accurate information". Shewhart discovered that 
thee core problem of reducing the variation at Western Electric was to 
distinguishh clearly between two types of variation. According to Nolan 
andd Provost (1990) these two types of variation are discerned by their 
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respectivee causes, namely: 
Commonn causes: Causes which are inherent to the process hour by 
hour,, day by day, and which influence everything and everybody work-
ingg in the process. 
Speciall  causes: Causes which are not continuously present in the pro-
cesss or which do not influence everybody, but which arise from specific 
circumstances. . 
Thiss means that if variation due to common causes occurs, then no 
interventionn should be taken, but if variation due to special causes is 
presentt then intervention is necessary. 

Thee acceptance of SPC has had its ups and downs. During the Sec-
ondd World War SPC was implemented on a large scale in the United 
Statess in the weapon industry. Ishikawa (1985), one of the most promi-
nentt quality gurus from Japan, has stated that it is possible to speculate 
thatt the Second World War was won by the Allies because of their high 
qualityy weapons. 

However,, after the Second World War SPC was not immediately 
appliedd to the consumer industry. The only country able to manufacture 
goodss at that time was the USA. In general, it was thought that it was 
possiblee to sell all goods produced. Quality was made subordinate to 
quantity.. The same phenomenon was seen in Western Europe, where 
thee recovering industry did not realize that SPC was the perfect method 
too improve quality. 

However,, in contrast to the USA and Europe, Japan used SPC. 
Afterr the war in 1950, W. Edwards Deming, a disciple of Shewhart, 
wass invited to act as consultant for Japanese industry as part of the 
Americann help program (cf. Deming (1986)). 

Onlyy in the 1980's did people in the West become aware of the 
importancee of Deming's approach for satisfying customers, employees 
andd shareholders. 

1.22 Control Chart s 

Thee control chart is an outstanding instrument to facilitate process 
control.. It consists of a graph with time on the horizontal axis and 
aa quality characteristic (individual measurements or statistics such as 
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Figuree 1.1: Example of a Shewhart control chart with central line and 
controll  limits. 

meann or range) on the vertical axis. The chart is usually constructed 
usingg 20 to 30 initial samples of about 5 items, which in general are 
supposedd to arise from pure random sampling. This ensures that only 
randomm effects are responsible for the observed variation. 

Thee control limits provide the first easy checks on the stability of 
thee process, i.e. no special causes present. Figure 1.1 shows an example 
off  a control chart. 

Heree CL is the central line, LCL the Lower Control Limit and UCL 
thee Upper Control Limit . These control limits are calculated from the 
dataa and are essentially different from the specification limits. If a signal 
onn the chart occurs, namely if a point is above UCL or below LCL, then 
itt is supposed that a special cause is present. If no signal occurs, then 
wee say that the process is in control. In this case the variation is due to 
commonn causes. When the process is in control, the observations are 
assumedd to be independent and identically distributed. 

Estimationn of the control limits is based on the observations ob-
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tainedd in the so-called Phase 1, in which the data are collected from the 
productionn process and parameters are estimated to obtain the con-
troll  limits (cf. Woodall and Montgomery (1999)). In this thesis, we 
considerr the monitoring phase which is called Phase 2 usually. Woodall 
andd Montgomery (1999) note that in most evaluations and comparisons 
off  performance of control charts in Phase 2, it is assumed that the in-
controll  parameters are known, but that is not the case in practice. A 
treatmentt of statistical aspects of control charts in this typical textbook 
situationn was given by Does and Schriever (1992). 

Manyy different types of control charts have been defined in literature. 
Sanigaa and Shirland (1977) have found out that between the companies 
usingg control charts 71 percent were using X charts. Hence the X chart 
iss the most often used control chart, and this is the reason why we will 
focuss on this type of control charts. A special cause for the X chart is 
thee situation of sample size 1. 

Thee corresponding control charts for individual measurements are 
alsoo very important. In practice, situations arise frequently that require 
aa charting procedure for individual measurements. Some examples are 
thee following: 

 Due to high costs of measuring, measurements become available 
onlyy infrequently, so that the process needs to be evaluated after 
eachh observation. 

 If systematic effects are present within subgroups, the standard 
methodd to establish control limits is not appropriate. Alterna-
tively,, the subgroup characteristic may be treated as an individual 
measurement. . 

Chartingg of individual observations has received extensive attention 
inn literature. In Roes, Does and Schurink (1993) statistical aspects of 
chartss of individual observations have been studied. 

Thee mathematical model of control charts for individual measure-
mentss can be defined as follows. In the situation of Phase 1, k initial 
measurementss Xx, X2, , Xk form the training sample on which con-
troll  chart limits are based. Denote by F the distribution function of 
thee measurement value Xt (t = 1,2, , k) when the process is in con-
trol.. Usually, the distribution function F is estimated from the initial 
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trainingg sample. In fact, when we apply the above Shewhart control 
chartt in Phase 2, we are testing after each new observation the hypoth-
esiss that the distribution is still F against the alternative hypothesis 
thatt it has shifted towards F(- — 6) for some 6. This means that the 
nulll  hypothesis HQ : 9 = 0 is tested repeatedly against the alternative 
hypothesiss Hi : 0 ^ 0. 

Inn practice, the underlying distribution function is assumed to be 
normal.. In this case the traditional Shewhart control chart has control 
limit ss defined by (when the process is in control) 

UCLUCL = /z + « T S - ^I - | ) , (1.2.1) 

and d 
LCLL = ^ + ^ - 1 ( f ) , (1.2.2) 

wheree $_ 1 is the standard normal quantile function, /i is the mean 
andd a is the standard deviation of the normal distribution function 
F.F. Typically, ji  and a are unknown, and they can be estimated via 
thee sample Xi, X2, - , Xk of independently and identically distributed 
randomm variables with distribution function $((x — y)l<j)-  Classical 
estimatorss of fi and a are the sample mean X  ̂ — 2 t=i ^ A an(^ * ne 

samplee standard deviation Sk = yYli=i ( ^ "~ -̂ fc) / (^ — -0-
However,, there has been always some concern about the normality 

assumption.. The argument that the Central Limit Theorem justifies 
thee assumption of normality for the X chart, does not help in our 
casee of individual measurements. Hence, the normality assumption is 
questionablee and it makes sense to study alternatives. 

1.33 Control charts for nonnormal distri-
butions s 

Alternativelyy to control charts based on normality, some authors pro-
posedd control charts based on other parametric distributions. Ferrell 
(1958)) defined a control chart based on a lognormal distribution. Nel-
sonn (1979) obtained control limits for median, range scale and location 
scalee for the Weibull distribution. However, these parametric control 
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chartss have the same disadvantage as the charts based on the normal 
distributionn because they rely heavily on the assumed distribution func-
tion.. Bai and Choi (1995) proposed control charts for skewed distribu-
tions.. If the underlying distribution is nonnormal, then nonparametric 
controll  charts are more flexible. In literature various nonparametric 
controll  charts have been proposed. Alloway and Raghavachary (1991) 
andd later Pappanastos and Adams (1996) proposed control charts for 
locationn based on the Hodges-Lehmann estimator. Amin, Reynolds and 
Bakirr (1995) presented control charts for the process mean and process 
variabilityy based on the sign statistics. 

Bajgierr (1992), Seppala et al. (1995) and Liu and Tang (1996) 
developedd control charts based on the bootstrap method. Jones and 
Woodalll  (1998) conducted a simulation experiment to compare the Ba-
jgierr (1992) and Liu and Tang (1996) methods. They conclude that 
iff  the average time to detect an out of control signal should be kept 
predictable,, then one has to use these control charts with caution. 

AA review of nonparametric approaches to control charting can be 
foundd in Chakraborti, Van der Laan and Bakir (1999). 

Itt may be noticed also that there is a strong relation between the 
Shewhartt control chart and the change point problem. It has a ret-
rospectivee and a sequential version. In the retrospective change-point 
problemm one has to determine at which point 1 < r < k a change oc-
curredd given k observations Xx,..., Xk. In a parametric setup this has 
beenn considered by Hinkley (1970), Yao (1987) and Siegmund (1988). 
Nonparametricc methods within a Bayesian framework have been de-
velopedd by Bhattacharya and Johnson (1968) and Sen and Srivastava 
(1975).. Antoch and Huskova (1998) determined the limit distribution 
off  change point estimators for both a parametric and a nonparametric 
setup. . 

Inn the sequential version of the problem one has a process that yields 
aa sequence Xi , X2,... and after the k-th observation one wants to find 
outt if a change in the distribution of these variables has occurred. As 
describedd above, in this thesis we will study the sequential version of the 
problemm with Xi, X 2 , . . ., Xk viewed as a training sample, considering 
thee performance only for the next observation X = Xk+i. 
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1.44 Capability indices 
Theree is a big difference between control limits and specification limits. 
Evenn if the process is in control it can produce non-conforming items 
(itemss outside the specification limits). Hence the capability of the 
processs should be studied. In general capability indices start with well-
definedd specification limits, namely a lower specification limit (LSL) and 
ann upper specification limit (USL). Usually, the quality characteristic 
hass to be above LSL and below USL. 

Inn practice, the customer sets the specification limits in order to 
guaranteee a certain quality from the supplier. Apart from the specifica-
tions,, the customer also indicates the target value T, which represents 
hiss preferred value. Note that not always the target value is the exact 
middlee between the lower and upper specification limits. 

Inn order to see whether the specifications are met process capability 
indicess may be calculated. The first capability index Cp was introduced 
byy Juran, Gyrna and Bingham (1974), and is defined by 

CpCp̂ _SL_LSL^^_SL_LSL^ ( 1 4 3) 

wheree a is the process standard deviation. The traditional index Cp 

hass the disadvantage that it does not take into account the mean of the 
process.. For this reason, Sullivan (1984, 1985) defined the index Cpk by 

CCpkpk = mm{CpL,CpU}, (1.4.4) 

withh CpL = (fi- LSL)/{3a) and CpU = (USL - fi)/(Sa). It may be 
seenn that these indices quantify the ratio of tolerance width and process 
inherentt variation. 

Kanee (1986) has studied the statistical properties of these indices 
andd their application. 

Itt may be noted that the calculation of the indices Cp and Cpk is 
nott difficult, but the interpretation can be very hard. Three important 
reasonss will be given here: 

1.. Cp and Cpk have no predictive value at all when the process is not 
inn control. 
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2.. The relation of Cp and Cpk to the percentage of non-conforming 
itemss is based on the underlying probability distribution. How-
ever,, very often it is assumed that the distribution function is 
normall  which is not the case in general. 

3.. The meaning of Cp and Cpk is not clear when the distribution of 
thee measurements is skewed. 

Moreoverr it is clear that describing a process with only one or two values 
mightt be too simple. For these reasons, some researchers believe that 
thee indices should not be used at all or at least very carefully. 

Gunterr (1989), Pearn, Kotz and Johnson (1992), Franklin and Wasser-
mann (1992), Pignatiello Jr. and Ramberg (1993) and Kaminsky, Dovich 
andd Burke (1998) criticize the usual thoughtless application of capabil-
ityy indices. We agree with them and as alternative we propose to calcu-
latee several numbers that, used together, describe the process capability 
inn a practical way. 

1.55 Outline of the thesis 

Inn Chapter 2 we consider the nonparametric situation for individual 
measurementss in which the underlying distribution function, denoted 
byy F, is assumed to be strongly unimodal, but otherwise unknown. A 
stronglyy unimodal distribution function F has a continuous density ƒ 
withh log ƒ concave. One of the theorems in this chapter (Theorem 2.2.1) 
shows,, using arguments based on the Neyman-Pearson lemma, that the 
classs of strongly unimodal distributions is a natural class to study for 
thee Shewhart control chart. 

However,, this class is too restrictive from a practical point of view. 
Wee wil l consider in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 unimodal distribution func-
tionss F. A unimodal distribution has an increasing-decreasing density. 
Sincee the logarithm of a strongly unimodal density is concave, it is 
alsoo increasing-decreasing. Hence, a strongly unimodal distribution is 
unimodal.. The converse does not always hold. For example, the nor-
mal,, Laplace and logistic distributions are strongly unimodal, but the 
Cauchyy distribution is not, although it is unimodal. 
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Thiss thesis contains four papers of my own work, which have been 
writtenn since I started my Ph.D research at the University of Amster-
damm in 1997. 

Chapterr 2 is based on the paper entitled " Nonparametric Shewhart 
Controll  Charts" and written with Chris A.J. Klaassen. A one-sided She-
whartt control chart is studied. Consider a training sample Xi, X2, , Xk 

off  independent random variables having an unknown strongly unimodal 
distributionn F. This sample is used to estimate the upper control limi t 
off  a one-sided Shewhart control chart. We test if the random variable 
X ,, which is independent of the training sample, has the same distri-
butionn function F or the distribution F(- — 0) with a positive shift in 
locationn 6. Finite sample optimally is proved and first order asymptotic 
optimalityy of the error probabilities is derived. 

Chapterr 3 is based on the paper entitled "A Comparison of Shewhart 
Controll  Charts based on Normality, Nonparametrics, and Extreme-
Valuee Theory" and written with Ronald J.M.M. Does and Chris A.J. 
Klaassen.. In this chapter several control charts for individual observa-
tionss are compared. The traditional ones are the well-known Shewhart 
controll  charts with estimators for the spread based on the sample stan-
dardd deviation and the average of the moving ranges. The alternatives 
aree nonparametric control charts, based on empirical quantiles (which 
aree related to the bootstrap method), and some new control charts 
basedd on kernel estimators, and extreme-value theory. The use of all 
presentedd control charts is shown by a practical example, and their per-
formancee is studied by simulation. It turns out that most alternative 
controll  charts are not only robust against distributional assumptions 
butt also reasonably good under the normality assumption. It will be 
seenn that the performance of our Alternative Empirical Quantile control 
chartt is excellent for all distributions considered. 

Chapterr 4 is devoted to the technical report " Sharp Chebyshev-Type 
Inequalities""  which is joint work with Chris A.J. Klaassen. As in the 
previouss chapters, consider a training sample Xi,X 2, *  ,Xfc used to 
estimatee the lower control limit (LCL) and upper control limit (UCL) 
off  a Shewhart control chart. We will study, asymptotically, the prob-
abilityy that a new random variable X, independent of this training 
sample,, is lower than LCL or higher than UCL. Chebyshev's inequal-
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ityy provides an upper bound for this probability under the special case 
off  UCL = -LCL. However, in practice this condition does not al-
wayss hold. For this reason we have calculated an upper bound on this 
probabilityy over four different classes of distributions, namely arbitrary, 
symmetric,, unimodal and symmetric unimodal distributions. 

Chapterr 5 consists of the paper entitled "Capability Indices and the 
Proportionn of Nonconforming items" and written with Edwin R. van 
denn Heuvel. First a short overview of capability indices is presented. 
Chapterr 4 gives an upper bound of the proportion nonconforming items 
forr unimodal distributions and one-sided specification limits. We will 
determinee the real proportion nonconforming items for different choices 
off  parametric distributions, such as the normal, gamma, chi-square, 
Student'ss t, exponential, logistic, lognormal and Weibull distributions. 
Byy numerical work we will show that the standard capability indices 
aree not useful if normality is not guaranteed. As alternative, we pro-
posee two adaptive capability indices, based on Munechika (1986) and 
Baii  and Choi (1997). These two methods are very relevant for prac-
ticall  purposes since they can also be applied for small sample sizes. 
Itt turns out that for symmetric distributions the classical capability 
indicess should be used. For skewed distributions such as gamma, chi-
square,, exponential or lognormal the procedure of Munechika (1986) 
iss somewhat pessimistic and the procedure of Bai and Choi (1997) is 
somewhatt optimistic. But together they give a good idea about the 
processs capability. 
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